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In spring 2014, the Optical PAyload for Lasercomm Science (OPALS) will launch to the
International Space Station (ISS) to demonstrate space-to-ground optical communications.
During a 90-day baseline mission, OPALS will downlink high quality, short duration videos
to the Optical Communications Telescope Laboratory (OCTL) in Wrightwood, California.
To achieve mission success, interfaces to the ISS payload operations infrastructure are
established. For OPALS, the interfaces facilitate activity planning, hazardous laser
operations, commanding, and telemetry transmission. In addition, internal processes such as
pointing prediction and data processing satisfy the technical requirements of the mission.
The OPALS operations team participates in Operational Readiness Tests (ORTs) with
external partners to exercise coordination processes and train for the overall mission. The
tests have provided valuable insight into operational considerations on the ISS.
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I. Introduction

HE Optical PAyload for Lasercomm Science (OPALS)—a NASA JPL technology demonstration mission—will
showcase a space-to-ground optical communications link, via a spaceborn laser, from the International Space
Station. OPALS will be launched to the ISS in April 2014 aboard a SpaceX Dragon commercial resupply capsule.
The payload will be mounted externally to the ISS, in a nadir position, on the ExPrESS Logistics Carrier-1 (ELC-1)
module, ensuring line of sight to an optical receiver on the ground1.
Over the course of a nominal 90-day mission—using a 1550 nm, 2.5 W laser—the OPALS instrument will
demonstrate the downlink of high quality, short duration videos to the Optical Communications Telescope
Laboratory (OCTL) in Wrightwood, California2. To achieve this, in addition to designing and building the ISSbound instrument, the OPALS team has developed interfaces to the existing ISS Program infrastructure (ground and
in-flight) that will allow mission operators to command and monitor the payload. The operations architecture
includes one mission support area (MSA) at JPL for payload command and monitor activities and an additional
mission support area at OCTL for ground telescope and signal decoding activities.
Execution of the OPALS optical downlink activity requires close coordination between teams at the JPL MSA,
OCTL ground station, and the Huntsville Operations Support Center (HOSC) to ensure time-critical line of sight
opportunities are planned and executed to success. For example, operational restraints for the OPALS laser are
enforced via coordination with the HOSC to ensure safe laser operation in the presence of ISS extra-vehicular
activities. In addition, several processes, such as activity planning and pointing prediction, require information
exchange between various teams. The teams jointly executed a series of Operational Readiness Tests (ORTs) to gain
familiarity with on-orbit processes and test contingency responses to off-nominal activities. Several processes, tools,
and personnel were inherited from the OPALS Integration & Test campaign to ensure continuity, familiarity, and to
minimize development costs. Where possible, multimission and commercially available tools were also utilized. As
one of the first external payloads on the ISS, the OPALS project—including the mission operations architecture and
lessons learned—has paved the way for future external ISS payloads.
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The MOD Flight Rules for OPALS cover three categories: 1) laser safety rules, 2) payload power interruption
constraints, and 3) payload communications interruption rules.
The flight rules governing laser safety are enforced to prevent inadvertent laser irradiation of ISS crew, interference
with visiting vehicle navigation systems, or hardware damage to the robotic arm. These must be met before any
operations of OPALS can begin. These laser safety related flight rules dicate the following operational rules:
•

OPALS operations will be prohibited during EVA or Visiting Vehicle periods. EVA restrictions are in
place for all times when the astronauts are outside of the airlock. Visiting vehicle restrictions vary by
vehicle, but are bounded by the 4 hour period prior to docking and the 4 hour period following undocking.
The exception is for the Soyuz vehicle, which restricts OPALS operations for all periods while the Soyuz is
traveling to and from the ISS, since this vehicle is manned. This rule is enforced via constraint notifications
during the activity scheduling process at the HOSC.

•

OPALS operations will be prohibited during SSRMS (ISS Robotic Manipulator System) usage which
violates the Field of Regard (FOR). This rule is enforced by routine Keep Out Zone (KOZ) incursion
notifications from the MOD Robotics team.

•

After the flight rules are met and permission is granted for operation, the FOR constraints are sufficient
keep the laser from creating a hazard.

The flight rule for payload power interruptions inform MOD personnel of OPALS constraints given a planned or
unplanned power outage on the ISS and recommend actions in each scenario. Given OPALS allowable flight
temperatures, the payload can tolerate a 2.25 hour unplanned power outage or a 4.25 hour planned power outage if
the payload is preconditioned prior to power loss. This information assists MOD personnel in determining priority in
the event of a partial power restoration.
The communications interruption flight rule considers a prolonged telemetry outage scenario. It instructs MOD
personnel to command the OPALS instrument to safe mode in the blind and terminate flight software in the event of
a telemetry outage greater than one hour. This is to reduce the risk of encountering payload anomalies without
telemetry insight.
C. OPALS-OCTL Interface
During the congruent execution of the MOS at MSA and GS at OCTL operational procedures, the operators of
the OPALS flight and ground systems will collaborate to prepare and execute bidirectional optical communications
during the ISS pass over OCTL. This collaboration will includes voice loop communications for:
• MOS and GS status updates for situational awareness during preparation, execution, and postdemonstration activities,
• confirmation of the expected optical downlink modulate rate (determines the effective downlink rate) and
selection of the downlink video file (from a preloaded menu of files onboard the FS),
• confirmation of the GS telescope configuration and beacon operation plan, including planned OCTL
beacon power profile (i.e., beacon power level) and beacon toggling plan (i.e., on-off cadence), and
• go/no-go checks based on MOS and GS operational readiness for the pass, including whether the local
weather is still favorable for optical demonstration.
Additionally, the MOS Pointing (Ptg) operator will provide GS operators with the OCTL pointing file within 15
minutes of the demonstration. The GS operators will stream the OCTL telemetry to the MSA for real-time
situational awareness of telescope performance and recording for post-mission correlation of the joint FS and GS
performance.
In post-demonstration, GS operators will use a secure connection to JPL to archive the raw and decoded video
files from the downlink, optical power timelines, and beacon telemetry in the same repository as the one used by the
MOS operators for that activity.

V. OPALS Planning Process
The OPALS operations team utilizes a three-week planning horizon for integrating OPALS activities into the
master ISS schedule. The initial planning inputs are incorporated into a Weekly Lookahead Plan (WLP) by the
HOSC. This product offers a preview of ISS activities in the upcoming two weeks and provides all parties an
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opportunity to identify activity conflicts. In order to determine OPALS inputs to this process, a Demonstration
forecasting capability is required. Since the occurrence of Demonstration periods is inherently tied to bi-directional
line of sight opportunities between OPALS and OCTL, the forecasting capability is dependent on the ISS trajectory
and attitude predictions relative to the OCTL groundsite. To facilitate this process, the MOD Pointing organization
provides a forecasting service to OPALS, with content and delivery cadence defined in an Operations Interface
Procedure (OIP)..
The OIP specifies that a forecast of Demonstration opportunities is delivered to the OPALS team weekly to
coincide with the delivery of updated ISS ephemeral predictions. The three-week forecast includes a list of all time
intervals satisfying all of the following criteria:
•
•
•

ISS rise above 25° elevation, as seen by OCTL
OCTL within OPALS Field of Regard
Minimum Demonstration duration of 20 seconds

The purpose of the Demonstration forecast is to identify feasible time windows for optical downlink. A secondary
function of the forecast is to provide information, such as pass duration, gimbal pointing profile, maximum OCTL
telescope elevation, and time of day, for prioritization of Demonstration opportunities. To that end, the OIP
specifies that each forecasted Demonstration pass shall contain the following information:
•
•
•
•
•

Time of first bi-directional line of sight event (Demonstration time)
Time of last bi-directional line of sight event.
Time of closest approach between OCTL and OPALS.
OCTL azimuth/elevation pointing at the times of ISS rise and set (25° elevation relative to OCTL) and
closest approach.
OPALS gimbal azimuth/elevation pointing at the times of ISS rise and set (25° elevation relative to
OCTL)

From this information, the OPALS team prioritizes Demonstration opportunities based on longest duration,
maximum margin relative to gimbal/OCTL pointing limits, and minimum Sun interference (e.g. night passes). For
each pass, the forecast provides the first definition of the Demonstration time (start of the Demonstration period)
around which the entire PPO template is built. A listing of all selected Demonstration times is sent to the PPM at the
HOSC for incorporation into the WLP using the PPO template.
For Demonstration (D) opportunities scheduled at D-3 weeks, additional opportunities exists at D-2 weeks and
D-1 week to adjust or cancel command windows based on updated forecast deliveries. The most likely change is a
slight correction to the Demonstration time, due to an ISS trajectory dispersion in the along-track direction.
Following the D-1 week update, the WLP schedule is integrated into the Short Term Plan (STP) schedule and
considered final. The Demonstration time can shift again prior to the Demonstration, but final adjustments to the
command windows are not necessary since the shift should be on the order of a few seconds and within the margins
of the command windows.

VI. OPALS Pointing Prediction Strategy
The most critical aspect of OPALS operations is determination of pointing predictions for the bi-directional
pointing strategy. The pointing predictions are generated at the JPL MSA and delivered to OCTL and the FS for use.
The ground-to-space pointing predictions are delivered to OCTL in the OCTL Pointing File, while the space-toground pointing predictions are uplinked to the FS in the Blind Pointing Table. In order to maintain the accuracies
required for the bi-directional pointing strategy, real-time trajectory and attitude telemetry data is obtained and
extrapolated to the Demonstration time.
A. OCTL Pointing File
The OCTL Pointing File is required for pointing the OCTL telescope toward the ISS for alignment of the ground
beacon and optical receiver with the optical link pathway. Unlike the FS, the OCTL telescope tracks the ISS
completely open loop and thus requires highly accurate predictions to maintain pointing of the beacon and receiver.
Since the receiver at OCTL is 500 µrad wide, the pointing predictions must be accurate to ±250 µrad through the
Demonstration pass. Initial attempts to track the ISS using publicly available Two-Line Element (TLE) ephemerides
and MOD published ephemerides resulted in pointing errors on the order of milliradians. A new approach was
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Enhanced HOSC System Web Tool (EHS Web) for file uplink and downlink to/from the ISS Payload
Multiplexer/Diplexer Data Manager (MDM), access to released telemetry and command databases,
telemetry query by time, and operations change requests.
The operators also employ a JSC provided web-based tool, Onboard Short-Term Plan Viewer (OSTPV), for
tracking the ISS schedule of activities, including those assigned to OPALS. Furthermore, project specific software is
employed to display thermocouple temperatures from the OPALS TLM stream, for file validation, and data products
processing. OPALS workstations also employ COTS software, such as VLC media player for streaming video from
the ISS, and combination of Python and/or MATLAB scripts for sequence verification, data processing of the
engineering logs, image processing, and long term trending (detailed further in the OPALS Data Processing Strategy
section).
These Windows-based workstations are configured identically with all of the required operational tools. Prior to
each operational activities, all three of these workstations will be setup identically. Thus, if any of the workstations
become unavailable, the TE, CE, VO and PD operators can perform any and all of the operator roles and functions
using any one of the remaining functional workstation(s).
One of the Windows-based machines has the additional capability of an interface to the Engineering Model
(EM). This connection allows MOS operators to command and control the EM, and stream flight-like OPALS H&S
telemetry to the workstation, which provides an operations-like platform for testing operational procedures, flight
software updates, and sequences on the EM prior to any operations with the installed FS on the ISS. This capability
can be deployed outside of and during real-time activities with the OPALS FS.
The fourth workstation at the MSA is a Red Hat Linux box, running an institutional navigation and pointing
propagation software, Mission analysis and Operational Navigation Toolkit Environment (MONTE). This
workstation is dedicated to the Ptg MOS role and unlike the Windows-based workstations can not support
operations of other MOS roles.
Last but not least, another Windows-based workstation, is also deployed at the OCTL Ground Station (GS) and is
configured identically to the MSA ones, which provides the MOS GS operators with situational awareness akin to
that of the MOS operators. For example, it allows GS operator(s) to communicate with MOS operators to plan,
prepare, and perform optical communication demonstrations, as well as listen in other HOSC channels for
situational awareness. By streaming OPALS FS telemetry to OCTL, the GS operators can track the real-time
performance of the joint system—OCTL GS and OPALS FS—during the optical demonstrations. Thus, providing
some initial real-time feedback on the performance of the system with respect to the mission success criteria.
•

VIII. OPALS Operations Processes
A. Configuration Management
As with many other aspects of OPALS, the configuration management (CM) process was also tailored to better
accommodate both the smaller scope and the higher risk posture of the mission. The main principles that guided the
reduced CM process were a) reduction of formal project documentation, which most often manifests itelf in the form
of project-approved documents, and b) minimization of the the number of project artifacts that require managerial
approval for revision. Formal project documentation was limited to only items that were both needed to document
the design and incurred a high penalty if deviations from the content occured. Managerial approval was required
primarily for artifacts that fell in the latter category so as to minimize the risk of discrepancies which could
adversely impact development or operations.
This philosophy applied to both the implementation and operation portions of the project lifecycle. As a
consequence, OPALS would not necessarily benefit from utilizing all of the CM tools provided by JPL to its flight
projects, as the overhead associated with using them would outweigh their benefit for a small project with a short
primary mission. Instead OPALS opted for extensive usage of wikis for capturing design or configuration, especially
in situations were changes are frequenly required to reflect new knowledge, as is often the case during operations.
To that end, the project has used password-protected, JPL internal wikis to capture everything from instructions on
how to set up an operations console, to capturing which sequences are present at any given time on either of the two
partitions of the flight software. Changes to the latter, however, along with any other made to the configuration of
the file system of the spaceborn payload, are reviewed and approved a priori using JPL’s Multi-mission
Configuration Management system (MMCM) wich provides projects with both breath and depth towars the need to
control changes and review change history. New or modified command sequences, as well as new software builds
are evaluated and approved using this system. The synergy between the flexibility offered by wikis and the control
offered by existing infrastructure illustrates how OPALS was able to right-size the solution by leveraging JPL’s
existing infrastructure while maintaining ease of use and minimizing process overhead.
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B. Anomaly Response
When an anomaly is detected with the flight system during a pass and there is any question regarding the safety
of the hardware or the restraints for laser safety the operations team will send an “Abort Safe” command and the
flight system will put itself into a safe state with the laser restraints enabled.
All events that indicate unexpected performance of the ground system, flight system, or flight team during
operations will then be documented in an anomaly report in the JPL institutional Problem Reporting System. If the
issue is determined to be the result of flight system hardware, software, or operator error a corresponding Problem
Failure Report (PFR) will then be generated.
Depending on the source and scope of the issue the HOSC may also choose to document the incident within their
own reporting system to track issues on their ground system, ISS hardware, or other areas of concern.
C. OPALS Data Processing Strategy
Anytime the onboard flight software (FSW) is active, detailed engineering data is written to an onboard
engineering log (Elog). A new Elog is created each time the avionics are turned on. Elogs from multiple activity
sessions and accompanying image files from onboard camera operations are periodically downlinked to the MOS
operators for post-processing and data analysis. A MATLAB-based analysis tool was developed as a centralized
graphical user interface (GUI) that wraps various processing and analysis scripts written in MATLAB and Python
by the OPALS development and operations team members. The tool has six modules: Elog processing, Elog(s)
trending, gimbal calibration processing, image (IMG) centroid processing, thermocouple processing, and image
processing. The purpose, inputs, logistics, and outputs of each one of these modules is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. OPALS Data Processing Tool Modules
Module

Purpose

Inputs

Outputs

Elog
Processing

To parse Elog files into a
usable tabular format for
analysis

Elog(s)

Elog
Trending

To analyze parameter trends
over multiple activities

Gimbal
Calibration
Processing

To trend the consistency of
gimbal limit switch actuation
points over one or more Elog
sessions
To process compiled IMG
files from the camera to
individual frames with
statistics

MATLAB™ data
structure from Elog
Processing
Elog(s)

Processed data is stored in a MATLAB™
file (.mat). Users can load the file into the
workspace to view the data, parameter
names, file name, and file date of the
processed Elogs
Plots of parameter trends spanning all
selected Elogs

Image
Processing

Centroid
Processing

To plot image processing
trends and statistics

Thermocouple To parse thermocouple data
Processing
for plotting and analysis

Camera binned IMG
file(s).

Histograms of gimbal switch actuation
locations
PDF file of each processed IMG frame
with headers including bin number, frame
number, timestamp, centroid location, and
flux information

Camera centroid results Centroid statistics and plots; e.g., camera
flux, position, etc.
Thermocouple
telemetry

Thermocouple temperature plots over time
with caution and warning boundary limits

Outputs from each module can be saved in a PDF format and archived for later viewing. After processing all
these modules for a given Elog, a report option is available to compile a PDF document containing all outputs,
graphs, and images associated with a chosen Elog from the modules used. This data can then be used by the OPALS
operators to monitor the status of the payload and ground station equipment over different time spans, allowing for
more informed decisions to extend the operational life of the payload.
Furthermore, for archival of all FS, MOS, and GS generated data (raw and processed data products from all
testing and operational activities), the project employs an institutional, continuously supported, repository with
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unlimited space. Operator processes are instructed to place all relevant activity data to this repository from all ORTs,
simulations, operational, and data processing activities.

IX. OPALS Team Training
A. Team Training Strategy
OPALS MOS and GS operator teams consist of a dozen part-time operators, nine dedicated to operations at the
MOS MSA and three dedicated to operations at OCTL GS. Operator training consists of numerous types of
activities: ATLO testing and integration, dedicated team and one-on-one training sessions, self-guided training,
MOS team simulations, MOS, GS and HOSC operator involved ORTs, and MOS and GS operator operational
training retreats.
Foremost, from the start the project benefited because most of the OPALS MOS and GS operators were involved
in development and ATLO activities. However, while the experienced developers’ transition to operations provides
the domain knowledge and continuity, the new operators provide the fresh, inquisitive nature needed in order to
collectively prepare for operations. For example, during development and ATLO many of the processes were known
only by a single individual. However, for operations, the team deployed project-specific wiki pages to document
instructions for these processes for the entire team, with subsequent training that refined the instructions and
achieved the desired knowledge dissemination. For example, wikis were created detailing how to set up the
workstations with all of the tools required for operations, how to set up and use a tablet for as-run procedure
documentation, EM operations, configuration management of the EM and FS files on respective partitions, pointers
to related documentation (e.g., File ID assignments, TLM & CMD dictionary, anomaly handling and reporting), etc.
Additionally, use of operational procedures from ATLO as a starting point for in-flight operational procedures
(e.g., Commissioning, Optical Downlink, File Preparation and Uplink, FSW Patch, Contingency, etc.) was not only
beneficial for operational procedure preparation, but the process of building these procedures was in itself a training
opportunity. The authorship of the operational procedures was allocated to five MOS operators. This leveraged their
expertis, but also provided an opportunity for these operators to learn the inner workings of the FS and operational
interfaces that they did not have previously.
Initially many impromptu training sessions were held to familiarize the operators with the core HOSC and JSC
provided tools. This was followed up by regular weekly training sessions to train the team on all things Flight
System and Operations. A few operational planning sessions were effective to focus the operators’ attention for
planning and preparing for commissioning, and for in-depth discussions. Individual and self-guided training sessions
were also provided to support the operator schedules, bring them up to speed, and provide an environment for selfpaced instruction. Not only did the GS operators train alongside the MOS operators, tours were held for MOS
operators at the OCTL facility, so as to familiarize them with the ground segment of OPALS operations.
To following the “test-as-you-fly” principle, the team used ORTs to cross train all of the MOS operators,
including some of the GS operators, on all the MOS roles. The complexity of the ORTs was increased gradually;
each ORT added additional flight-like conditions. For example, inclusion of HOSC operations, TDRS LOS (loss of
signal) and AOS (acquisition of signal) communication windows, inclusion of EM for real-time TLM streaming,
including of GS operators were added gradually. The purpose of this approach was to progressively train the team to
operate in flight-like conditions, but without overwhelming initially with all of the flight-like conditions.
Furthermore, additional non-ORT simulations are employed to allow various operators to train in roles they would
like additional experience in, as well as authors of various commissioning and nominal operations procedures to
walk through their respective procedures for completeness and effectiveness checks.
The GS operators have the added benefit of the recent successful deployment of OCTL GS for LADEE (Lunar
Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer) lunar laser communication demonstrations, allowing for feed forward
of some of the core hardware, software, operational processes, and lessons learned to the OPALS project. With that
said, OPALS mission operations are different than LADEE’s because of different optical frequencies, pointing
requirements, and tracking conditions—e.g., OPALS’s short and fast moving operations from ISS orbit versus
LADEE’s long, slow moving optical passes at the moon.
The most difficult component of preparing for operations was user access to all of the required JPL, HOSC, and
ISS resources. It is very time consuming to obtain, track, and maintain all of the access for all of the operators. A
related time-consuming process was working with various IT specialists at various sites for opening up firewalls for
sharing information between HOSC, JPL MSA, and OCTL GS.
Last but not least, some of the new operators brought on to the OPALS MOS team are also on the development
teams for future JPL payloads to the ISS, thus providing operational knowledge and process retention for ISS
payload operations by JPL operators beyond the OPALS project.
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B. Benefits of ATLO/Operations Overlap
OPALS is a relatively small project with limited resources. Therefore it is imperative that the team performs
work as efficiently as possible. In preparation for Mission Operations, OPALS chose two approaches to smooth the
transition from development to operations. First, OPALS maintained the same core team for design, development,
testing, and mission operations phases. Second, the operations interface tools (i.e. TReK) were used as much as
possible and as early as possible during the assembly and test phases of ATLO.
OPALS chose to keep the same small core team through all phases of the project in order to keep project
knowledge and expertise close at hand. Since the same individuals maintained cognizance over portions of the
flight system throughout development, they had a clear understanding of the functionality and idiosyncracies as
operations preparations began. A consequence of this approach is that the development and then operations
preperations tasks were completed serially. In a larger project, or one on a faster development schedule, the need for
parallelizing tasks would have eliminated this efficiency. OPALS was able to eliminate the imperfect knowledge
transfer between the hardware developers and the mission operators. Not only did this save time and money because
no effort was required for knowledge transfer, but it also ensured that all developmental knowledge, however subtle,
remained with the team. Aside from being able to serialize the work, another prerequisite for this approach is that
the individuals on the team have to be interested in multiple project phases. The small OPALS core team selfidentified as enthusiastic and eager to remain involved throughout the project lifecycle. In order to reap the benefits
of this approach in Mission Operations, the assembly and test team are the most crucial members to hold on to
because of their intimate knowledge of the fully-assembled systems.
The second prong in the approach that the OPALS team used to efficiently prepare for Mission Operations was
to use the operations interface tools in assembly and test as early on in the process as possible. This approach goes
hand in hand with maintaining the same individuals within the workforce. It allows for early practice for the team
with the operations tools as well as eliminates the need to develp both test and operations interface tools because
they are one in the same. Whenever the OPALS team was testing functionality with the mission operation interface,
then we were also testing operations capability by default. Additionally, when making late-phase trades that include
an operational element, the team has a better understanding of the effects on mission operators because of the
extensive testing experience.
The OPALS project was able to capitalize on two important efficiencies in preparation for Mission Operations,
namely, keeping the same core team and using the same testing/operations interface tools. Not every project will be
able to take advantage of these effeciences because of time or workforce constraints. A workforce that is motivated
to participate in multiple project phases and a relatively small project size with the ability to serialize many of the
tasks are the most important prerequisites for the success of these approaches.
C. Operation Readiness Testing
Following standard JPL practice, the flight team was readied for operations through a series of Operational
Readiness Tests (ORTs) and Thread Tests. While ORTs were primarily intended to place the flight team in realistic,
full scale simulations of various operational activities such as commissioning, a regular day-in-the-life, and offnominal scenarios, Thread Tests focused on execution of a sub-set of activities occurring during operations that
required end-to-end involvement of the team. Members of the team participated in one commisioning, and five
optical downlink ORTs, all of which involved real-time participation of the HOSC in high-fidelity operational
scenarios. Table 2 lists the ORTs elements incorporated and any off-nominal events introduced. The team also
executed several Thread Tests focused on generation of pointing predicts which are used by both the ground station
and the Flight System and are unique to each pass.

Activity
New
Elements

OffNominal

ORT #1
Optical
Downlink
OSTPV
Timeline
Sim Voice
Loop
PLMDM
Reset

Table 2. OPALS Simulation Training Events
ORT #2
ORT #3
ORT #4
ORT #5
Optical
Optical
Optical
Commissioning:
Downlink
Downlink
Downlink
Initial Power On
1. BP Table
Engineering OCTL
New Activity
Generation
Model
Operations
2. File Upload Telemetry
to
HOSC
dropbox
1. PRO
1. PLMDM
1. FSW
None
Command
Reset
Reset
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ORT #6
Optical
Downlink
None

1. HOSC
Delay

Activities
Findings

S-band/Kuband
outages
affect
activity
flow

Delay
2. BP Table Out
of Spec
Necessary to
validate BP
Table prior to
HOSC upload

2. Ground
S/W Issues
Add’l time
required for
telemetry
verification
and
recording

2.
HOSC
Command
Timeout
GO/NO GO
criteria
required
following a
system reset

2. Personnel
Absence
Additional time
required
for
downlink
command
window

Alignment of
procedure
steps to
command
windows
needed

X. Design Considerations Based on Simulation Experience
The ORTs and Thread Tests have afforded the team a wealth of lessons learned and the opportunity to make
adjustments prior to commencement of operations. The experience gained during the simulations was especially
important to the OPALS team for two interdependent reasons: 1) the flight team membership draws heavily from the
team that designed, integrated, and tested the flight payload, and 2) because of this, the team’s experience was
largely shaped by operating the flight hardware in an “interface vacuum,” meaning that the majority of the testing
occurred in the absence of an external interface. While having the development and test team transition into an
operations role certainly brings an unquantifiable benefit, it can come with various degrees of tunnel vision. This
became evident in early simulations during which the flight team exhibited difficulty in adjusting its mode of
operations to accommodate and fit into the larger ISS operations, as well as those of the ground station operators,
both of which were not geographically collocated with the OPALS team.
Interfacing with the the ISS operations, both from an infrastructure and a cadence standpoint provided a constant
challenge for the OPALS operators during ORTs. During laboratory testing at JPL, the cadence of any given test
was dictated by the speed with wich the test conducturs could safely operate the flight hardware and supporting
equipment. This pace turned out to be approximately 20%-30% faster than what was experienced during the
simulations with the HOSC. The main reason for this was two fold. For one, OPALS is one of many payloads, both
internal and external to the ISS, that are in operations at any given time, and thus cannot command the uninterupted
attention of the ISS operators for extended periods of time during one session. Furthermore, the ISS does not benefit
from continuous Ku- and S-band covereage needed for uplink and downlink, respectively, and thus necessarily
slows down the pace. This aspect is further compounded by the a priori defined, and well adhered-to, structure and
timing of command windows made available to payloads. The additional timing restrictions self-imposed by the
project for certain commands poses an additional constraint on the process. While all these factors were well known
and understood prior to partaking in the simulations, their effect was not fully appreciated until the team underwent
the training provided by the ORTs. The consensus within the flight team is that the outcome of early development
flight-ground capability trades may have had a different outcome had these factors been appreciated more fully at
that time. Discussion of such leasons learned, however, is deferred to a future publication that can cover those from
the operations as well.

XI. Conclusion
A comprehensive mission system has been developed for OPALS that enables regular space-to-ground optical
communications experiments on the ISS. Key components include an automated Demonstration forecasting service,
activity planning templates, laser safety agreements, and pointing prediction capabilities. Given the complexity of
operational interfaces, all OPALS team members are trained using thread tests and HOSC-participating ORTs.
Findings from the ORTs suggest that a high level of situational awareness is required with respect to the
Demonstration time, HOSC coordination timeline, TDRSS outage periods, and voice loop notifications. Leveraging
these results, the OPALS team continues to improve its processes as it prepares for the operations phase and future
optical link experiments.
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